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Goal: This project will give students an opportunity to explore a current local solution to sustainable energy while 

exploring other similar innovations from around the world as well as practice with persuasive speaking and small group 

communications. 

 

Learning Objectives:  

1. Communicate effectively using listening, speaking, reading and writing skills. 

2. Formulate strategies to locate, evaluate and apply information. 

3. Demonstrate knowledge of diverse cultures, including global and historical perspectives. 
4. Create strategies that can be used to fulfill personal, civic, and social responsibilities 
5. Demonstrate knowledge of ethical thinking and its application to issues. 
6. Use computer and emerging technologies effectively. 

Course Competencies:  

1. Research, organize and outline ideas effectively. 
2. Make effective use of visual aids including electronic presentation technology. 
3. Use appropriate reasoning and supporting material to gain a desired response. 
4. Deliver a message effectively both verbally and non-verbally. 
5. Demonstrate critical listening and thinking ability. 
6. Assess the content, delivery and ethical implications of speeches. 
7. Communicate effectively in small groups in academic, business, and professional settings. 
8. Write papers and references consistent with the Publication Manual of the American Psychological 

Association (APA), (6th ed., 2009) format. 

Required Reading:  

 Navigating the Waste Hierarchy (https://www.covanta.com/Sustainability/Energy-from-Waste/Navigating-
Waste-Hierarchy) 

 Out of Sight, Not Out of Mind (https://www.covanta.com/Sustainability/Energy-from-Waste/Out-of-sight) 

 Covanta Energy-from-Waste Virtual Facility Tour (https://www.covanta.com/Sustainability/Energy-from-Waste)  

 Recycling (https://www.covanta.com/Sustainability/Energy-from-Waste/EfW-and-Recycling) 
(https://www.covanta.com/Sustainability/Energy-from-Waste/Metals-Recycling) 

 Debunking Myths (https://www.covanta.com/Sustainability/Energy-from-Waste/EfW-Facilities-Incinerators) 

 Covanta Sustainability Report (http://covanta-csr.com/) 

In-Class Work: The students will discuss the readings in small groups then as a whole class. The discussions will 1) define 
the existing problem(s) 2) examine Covanta’s solution and 3) based on the report, examine how sustainable and green 
Covanta is. The small groups will be the groups for the project (3 – 4 students per group). 

Final Product: The group will look for another company or process design that has an innovative environmental solution, 
leaning on Covanta as an example. They will examine the environmental issue, the innovative solution, what the future 
holds with and without this solution and end by persuading the audience to take a small action step towards becoming 
involved in the implementation of the solution with the aid of a flyer. The project will also require consistent and 
meaningful project management through Asana.  
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Group Persuasive Presentation 

This project is based on the Covanta readings and discussions. In groups, you will identify a Miami-based 

company that has an innovative solution to a pressing environmental issue then persuade us to get involved. You should 

reference any other organizations that address the same issue, but must identify the gap in services already being 

provided that this company is addressing – what does this company do differently?  

At least four sources are required defining and exploring the problem, describing the company you’ve chosen 

and also documenting the gap they are addressing. This research should be evident through oral citations during the 

presentation, oral citations included in the outline and APA citation information on your Reference page. The Outline 

will strictly follow Monroe’s Motivated Sequence. See the sample and template for details. 

A big challenge for any organizations is long-term sustainability. In Main Point 3, you will help us visualize how 

much the problem will get if organizations like the one you have chosen are not successful or do not expand. You can 

use a pathos appeal here, but also consider projected statistics depending on your audience’s opinion of the topic – we 

will discuss this in class. You will then help us visualize how much better things could be with the help of the expansion 

of your organization. This point does not look at the work the organization has already accomplished or is accomplishing, 

but instead looks at the future of the issue.  

Be sure to end your speech with a Call to Action and not a last thought. What specifically and reasonably can the 

audience do to get involved with the organization? You will design a one-page digital flyer that to help recruit your 

audience to help. The flyer will be on display during your speech. A multi-slide presentation aid is not permitted – only 

the one page flyer.  

Each presentation should be 10 - 12 minutes long, with each person presenting for at least 2 minutes. You will 

be graded as a group for the design and content of the speech while delivery skills and use of Asana will be graded 

individually.  

In an effort to learn about collaborative software being employed in the modern business world, you will use 

https://asana.com/ to manage the project and create accountability. Each section of the presentation should have a 

task, a due date and an assignee. If someone misses a deadline, ping them through the comments. The following is a 

comprehensive list of tasks to be created in the program, though additional tasks may be added at your discretion: 

Group Creation/Task Assignment, Problem Research, Organization/Solution Research, Similar Companies Research, Oral 

citations, Finalize Outline, Finalize References, and Video practice. Should any accountability issues arise, I will look to 

Asana for answers. In the absence of activity on the site, all will be held equally accountable for the final product. Name 

the group after your organization. Add me to your group using my email address. Unlock your tasks for all group 

members to see. Being active on the project through this website is part of your grade so doing everything at the last 

minute will not count. 

A video practice needs to be recorded with everyone present and uploaded to YouTube by midnight the night 

before presentations. A compilation of individual recordings will not be accepted. Upload the link to the appropriate task 

in Asana. The Outline and References should be turned into the dropbox prior to speech day. Many groups often bring it 

printed because they weren’t paying attention to the assignment details. Don’t do that! You’ve reached the end of the 

semester – hang in there a little longer! 

A private vote will be conducted at the conclusion of speeches. The group project that receives the most 

volunteers/donors will receive extra credit. 
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